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Nikifa Ousfer, Says Calhoun,
Caused Dy 'Unrefined' Image
by Professor Daniel Calhoun
Nikita Sergeyevitch Khrushchev was no gentleman, and that
is probably the major reason he is now a private citizen. Within a
couple of days of his ostensible "resignation," both from the premier-
ship of the Soviet Union and from the more significant responsibilities
as first secretary of the Communist
Party, editorials in the official press
were already making it clear that
it was not really so much his po-
litical failures that had occasioned
Khrushchev's ouster, and certainly
not (as originally alleged) his age
and poor health, but rather what
we America would call the
image he projected.
Without mentioning the Men
dictator by name, the opinion-maker- s
not only recalled once
again (as they had immediately
after Stalin's death) the evils of
the "cult of personality" and the
virtues of "collective leadership,"
but they also introduced nouns
new to the Communist catechism
of mortal sins "boorishness,"
"flamboyance," and "bumptuous-ness.- "
There could be no doubting
to whom they referred.
Khrushchev was indeed not a
"refined" person. He had no more
than the equivalent of a high
school education. He drank too
much and talked too loudly when
he did. He took off his shoe and
pounded the desk at that cele- -
BOOK STORE SURVEY
The recently organized
Joint Committee on the Book
Store is currently conducting
a survey of the faculty in
order to determine the extent
of difficulties resulting from
the insufficient number of
textbooks on hand at the be-
ginning of the semester.
Chaired by Paul Browne, the
Committee is composed of Lee
Catello and Barb Bate of the
SGA; Mrs. Charles Holden,
manager of the Book Store;
Dr. Raymond McCall of the
faculty; and Dean Cropp of
the administration.
brated UN meeting. He told off-col- or
stories and used the Russian
equivalent of four-lette- r words in
public speeches. (In Russian, ap-
parently they're more likely to
be five-lett- er words!) In short, he
was what the Russians like to call
nyekulturny, un-culture- d, about
the most damning epithet available
in a society which is trying almost
pathetically hard to demonstrate
it is as "good as, or better than,
the rest of the world even in such
apparently bourgeois virtues as
good manners, propnety and gen
tility.
The men who have replaced
Khrushchev conform much more
closely to the image the Russians
would like to impress upon the
world. Leonid Brezhnev, the
party's new first secretary, and
Alexei' Kosygin, the new premier,
must have found Khrushchev a
most offensive nerson. Both of
them are, in the superficial any
way, gentlemen. They are both
college-educate- d (not in liberal
arts, it should be noted, but as
engineers and technicians). Al
though both joined the Communist
Party as comparatively young
men, their careers were devoted
not so much to the rough-an- d
tumble of political in-fighti- ng on
which Khrushchev thrived, but to
the orderly and business-lik- e man-
agement of established economic
enterprises. Only compauatively
late in life did they become what
the Russians call appartchiki, pro
fessional members of the party ap-
paratus, professional politicians.
Both entered the Presidium, the
highest organ of Party authority,
in 1957, filling places left vacant
by the ouster of the so-call- ed anti- -
party group Malenkov, Molotov,
and Kaganovich. Both were in
their late fifties as of this fall.
Both, one suspects, were impatient
, . TTT7 I
power by a man they considered
a superannuated simpleton.
Such was Khrushchev's popu
larity, however, both within the
Central Committee of the Soviet
Communist party and, even more
obviously, among the party chief
tains of the East European peo-
ples' democracies," that the new
leadership has not been able to
justify removing him just on the
basis of his unfortunate person-
ality. And not even the party or
gans bother to try to sell the bad-health-and-old-- age
fiction any
more. So new arguments have had
to be found. It had to be "proved"
(Continued on Page 6)
Nation's Colleges
Favor LBJHHH
In Campus Polls
by Rosemary Bauer
The mock election results which
the Voice received from various
Ohio campuses generally followed
national trends, with Johnson re
ceiving an overwhelming amount
of collegiate support. Wilmington
reported a 2--1 landslide victory
for Johnson, where write-in- s in
cluded Harry Byrd, Margaret
Chase Smith, Henry Cabot Lodge
and Clifton Duberry.
The first mock election in recent
years was held at Youngstown Uni
versity, a 60-4- 0 margin favoring
Johnson was recorded. Aside from
Johnson winning over Goldwater
by 56 percent, Heidelberg students
favored Republicans in the Mur
phy-Salinge- r, Taft-Youn- g and
Keating-Kenned- y races, the latter
two being exceptionally close.
The maioritv of members of the
"Students for Johnson Committee"
at Antioch College professed to be
anti-Gol- d water than pro-Johnso- n.
Mudslinging and wrangling over
irrelevant issues in the Marietta
newspaper dominated the mock
STUDENTS BACK LBJ
Following at the results of
Mock Elections at various col-
leges throughout the United
States:
Amherst 90 --10 Johnson
Harvard 85-1- 5 Johnson
Radcliffe 95 --5 Johnson
Illinois 65 --35 Johnson
Tulane 57-4- 3 Johnson
Yale 70-2- 0 Johnson
Columbia 94 --6 Johnson
(faculty only)
Malone 54 --46 Goldwater
Hamilton 72-2- 3
Johnson
Princeton 66 --44 Johnson
Wooster 72.3-27- .7
Johnson
Wittenberg 5 8.5 --4 1.5
Johnson
Denison 50.1 --49.9
Johnson
Oberlin 88.3 -- l 1.7
Johnson
other students undecided
election. In 1876 the "polls" re-
vealed 27 Republicans and one
Democrat; this fall a Democratic
groundswell was indicated by the
letters to the editor. Over 800
votes were cast at Denison, John
son won by 8. In the faculty mock
election there Johnson far sur-
passed Goldwater in a 64-1- 9 vote.
This was presumably the first time
the college had supported a Demo
crat.
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Dr. Charles S. McCoy
Lecturer McCoy
Analyzes Politics
Dr. Charles S. McCoy, professor
of religion in higher education at
the Pacific School of Religion in
Berkeley, Calif., will be on campus
Sunday through Tuesday as the
second speaker in the SCA's "Lec-
turers in Contemporary Theology."
The topic Dr. McCoy has chosen
is "The Involvement of Christians
in Politics," and will be especially
relevant since it follows the recent
national elections so soon. The
speech will analyze the campaign
in conjunction with Dr. McCoys
lecture topics dealing with Chris
tianity at all levels of politics.
The Gospel on Campus: Redis
covering Evangelism in the Aca-
demic Community, published in
1959, was his first book, followed
by two others to which he con
tributed. His latest work as a con
tributor will be published in the
near future, and is entitled I he
Churches and Social Conflict,
Churches and Social Conflict. He
is presently serving on the Super
visory Board of the Danforth
Studies of Campus Ministry. He al
so is active in the Freedom Riders
movement and in the California
Junior College Association as a
consultant to the Moral and spin
tual Values Committee.
Wooster Alumni, Peace Corpsmen, Authors
Contribute Personal Experience To Seminars
In addition to the five outstanding speakers who will address the EMPHASIS AFRICA
conference, a number of highly qualified men have come from various sections of the
country to add their insights and experience to the seminar sessions.
Mr. Robert Pisor, a graduate of
the class of 1961 of the College of
Wooster, has been affiliated with
the Detroit News, first as a cor-
respondent in North Africa and
now as a reporter in the United
States. Mr. Pisor was awarded a
Pulitzer Traveling Fellowship to
study in Cairo, Egypt and while
there covered the Arab Summit
Conference in January 1964. At
this time he was also affiliated with
the Voice of America and served
as an NBC monitor.
Mr. George Houser comes to us
with a varied background. Active
first in the Civil Rights movement
in the United States, Mr. Houser
was the first executive director of
the Congress of Racial Equality.
He then became involved in Afri-
can affairs and is now the Execu-
tive Director of the American Com-
mittee of Africa. This summer he
has been in both Malawi and Zam-
bia for their independence cele-
brations.
Mr. Jose Chipenda is now acting
as a Travel Associate for the Na-
tional Student Christian Federa-
tion.. He is a native Angolan, hav-
ing been trained in Portugal and
serving for four years in Angola as
a pastor and teacher. He helped to
organize the Angolan youth move-
ment and since coming to the Uni-
ted States has been elected Presi-
dent of the Association of Angolan
Students in this country.
Delegates Explore Emerging African Nations
With Speakers
by Jim McHenry
The EMPHASIS AFRICA conference opened this afternoon at 4:15 with an address
by Mr. George Loft, Vice President of the African American Institute, on the subject of
"Africa . . . Independence and After." Mr. Loft's remarks evinced his depth of knowledge
concerning the emerging nations of Africa and the problems
speaking this evening at 8:15
in Memorial Chapel will be Mr.
Emmanuel Obe, head of the Chan-
cery of the Nigerian Embassy in
Washington, D.C. Mr. Obe has
compiled an impressive record
with the Nigerian Foreign Service
and in his university days he
served as the first president and
founder of the National Union of
Nigerian Students and was first
chairman of two Pan-Africa- n Stu-
dents conferences. His address on
the subject of "Pan-Africanis- m"
promises to be one of the high-
lights of the conference.
IRC Reception 9:30-11:3- 0
After Mr. Obe's speech, there
will be a reception from 9:30 to
11:30 in Lower Babcock spon-
sored by the International Student
Club and the International Rela-
tions Club, arranged by Marcy
Kerr, Glenn Coffman and many of
the Wooster international students.
Mr. John Reilly, Special Assist- -
v
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Mr. Emmanuel Obe
ant for Public Affairs on the Afri-
can Desk of AID, will open tomor-
row's session of the conference
with an address on "The Role of
AID in Africa." Prior to his em-
ployment with AID, Mr. Reilly
Mr. David Giltrow, a graduate
student in photography, has just
returned from a three year stint
with the American Friends Service
Committee in Tanganyika. While
in Tanganyika he worked with
youth groups, a local newspaper
and spent two years with the Tan-
ganyika Government Visual Aids
and Film Unit. He has traveled
throughout East, Central and South
Africa.
Mr. Albert Oliver is a native
American, having been born in
New York City and serving in the
Korean War. On 1962 he was ap-
pointed project leader of an Oper-
ation Crossroads work project in
Saka, Ethiopia. In 1963 he became
area director for East African pro-
grams of Operation Crossroads. At
present he is on a two year leave
from the New York City school
system serving as the Executive
Assistant to the Director of Oper-
ation Crossroads.
Dr. William Harvey, now Pro-
fessor of Law at the University of
Michigan, brings valuable first
hand experience from West Africa.
Dr. Harvey was Dean of the Law
School at the University of Ghana
until the wave of anti-Americ- an
feeling swept the country in 1958
at which time he had to return to
the States.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson are
members of the Wooster Class of
Loft, Obe, Reilly,
served as Consultant for Radio
Broadcasting in the United King-
dom of Libya. He inaugurated the
Libyan Broadcasting Service and
' ;P"
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Mr. John Reilly
served as Director General until he
joined the AID staff in 1961. Mr.
Reilly was recommended to Em-
phasis Africa by news correspond-
ent Elie Abel, who described him
as one of the best men the Con-
ference could obtain to lecture on
economic aid in Africa. Mr. Reil-ly'-s
address will begin at 9 a.m.
and is highly recommended to all
students and faculty who are in-
terested in learing about the AID
program and its work in Africa.
At 10:15, following Mr. Reilly's
address, the registered delegates
will meet in 13 different seminars
to discuss and debate topics deal-
ing with six major areas: Africa
and World Politics, Apartheid,
Colonialism in Africa, Cultural In-
sights into Africa, Pan-Africanis- m,
and the Role of the Peace Corps in
Africa. The seminar sessions will
be directed by trained resource
personnel who will introduce their
topics and guide the discussion by
providing factual information and
relevant insights whenever a need
1962. They have just returned
from two years of teaching in Li
beria under the Peace corps. They
have traveled in Sierra Leone,
(Continued on Page 3)
Orchestra Concert
Features Soloists
The College of Wooster Cham-
ber Orchestra, directed by Profes-
sor Alan Collins, will present a
concert Sunday, Nov. 15, at 8:15
p.m. in Memorial Chapel.
The program consists of "Bran-
denburg Concerto No. 5 in D Ma
jor" by J. S. Bach, Mozart's "Piano
Concerto in C Major, K. 467," and
Rumanian Folk Dances by Bar-tok- .
Soloists in the "Brandenburg
Concerto" will be Michael Davis,
violinist, Egbert Ennulat, harpsi
chordist, Brooks Franks, flutist,
and Terry Ling, 'cellist.
Featured piano soloist of the
evening in the Mozart Concerto
will be Miss Betty Limkemann, a
senior piano major at the College
of Wooster. Miss Limkemann, a
student of Associate Professor
Daniel Winter, began piano study
at the aee of 7 in the Panama
Canal Zone.
The concert is open to the pub
lie.
Burke, Hadsel
facing them.
for clarification arises.
After lunch, the Conference will
reconvene in Memorial Chapel at
1:30 for an address by Dr. Fred
Burke, Director of the East African
Studies Program at the University
of Syracuse. Dr. Burke received
his B.A. from Williams College,
and earned his Ph.D. from Prince-
ton. As an East African specialist,
Dr. Burke has served as a consul-
tant to the Kenya Government and
as Secretary of the Cross Cultural
Analysis and Research Project at
Syracuse. Dr. Burke is the author
of numerous distinguished articles
and books. His most recent book
Africans Quest for Order, is now
available in Andrews Library. A
popular lecturer at Syracuse, Dr.
Burke was recommended to Em-
phasis Africa as an articulate, bril-
liant scholar whose accomplish-
ments in the field of Africa studies
are impressive. His address center-
ing around the problems confront-
ing the traditional societies of East
Africa will be both informative
and thought-provokin- g.
The Second Seminar Session
will begin at 2:45 following Dr.
. x::::::;::$.::...:.:::::-- :
Dr. Fred Burke
Burke's address. Delegates will
shift to another major field for
these afternoon seminars thereby
enabling each individual to par-
ticipate in two seminar areas.
Dr. Fred Hadsel, Director of the
Office of Inter-Africa- n Affairs, will
address the final session of the
Conference at 8:15 Saturday eve-(Continu- ed
on Page 3)
Debaters Win First
In National Contest
Competing with 37 other teams
from 20 states the College of Woos-
ter won first place in the varsity
division of the University of Chi-
cago's National Invitational Debate
Tournament held last Friday and
Saturday. The Scots won 11 of 12
rounds. In Crucial debates Satur-
day afternoon affirmative speakers
Tim Tilton and Nick Karatinos de-
feated Wabash College (second
place) and Bradley University
third place) . Karatinos was named
third place speaker while Tilton
took fourth.
The negative team, Sandy Ry-bur- n
and Walter Rockenstein, won
all six of their contests, defeating
teams from Parsons College, the
University of Illinois, Central
Michigan, St. John Fisher, Grinell
and Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology.
Meanwhile David Petersen and
Philip Muller represented the local
college at the Purdue Invitational
Debate Tournament in Lafayette,
Ind. They were unsuccessful in
their attempt to qualify for the
elimination rounds but Petersen
won second place in the individual
competition.
Over the last four weeks Wooster
debaters have participated in four
tournaments. They nave won 24
debates and lost six.
Ptge Two
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Impressive Assembly
Today an impressive assembly of visitors speakers, dis-
cussion leaders and delegates from other colleges and uni-
versities have gathered on this campus for what promises
to be an excellent conference. EMPHASIS AFRICA is the
result of the vision of enterprise of numerous Wooster stu-
dents, for whom committee work or preparation for leading
a discussion has been equivalent in time and thought spent
to another course. To these people the campus is indebted.
We welcome the visitors from all over the country, and
we wish all participants in EMPHASIS AFRICA a success-
ful weekend.
Ironical Implication
In its concern with the growing number of pre-marit- al
pregnancies that have occurred on this campus, the Admin-
istration has established what is known as the three-mont- h
rule: namely, that students planning marriage are required
to notify the administration three months in advance of the
wedding. No automatic punishment is attached to disobedience
of this rule, and exceptions are to be made according to in-
dividual situations. The rule is an effort to prevent pre-marit- al
pregnancies; a spokesman for the administration has ex-
plained, "The rule is an effort not to legislate morality, but
to make conditions for maintaining morality more favorable."
A special committee of the SGA legislature reported
last week its conclusions: although the committee recognizes
the necessity of some such move, and although the three-mont- h
period provides time for counselling and arranging
details, the rule itself is ineffective in its lack of penalty, its
openness to exception, and its inability to get at the root of
the problem.
We agree with the opinions of the committee, and with
the concern of the Administration. Yet our fundamental ob-
jection to this rule is its implicit insult to students planning
marriage for ordinary reasons. We realize that the adminis-
tration has established the three-mont- h rule with the intention
of preserving the honor of marriage. But we find it regretably
ironical that the establishment of this rule for Wooster students
implies a degradation of marriage.
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It has been a bitter experience this fall for the SGA
and, indeed, the whole college community to note the breach
of trust indicated by the absence of the Student Directory.
Unfortunately, the contract binding the editor of this publi-
cation requires him to produce the directory "as soon as pos-
sible" after September 15. Perhaps because of the latitude
of this phrase the directory has not yet appeared.
We hope that the members of the SGA will be exacting
when drawing up contracts for student government appointees
next spring. Such precision appears to be necessary.
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RETURN FROM THE RIGHT
by Ron Wirick
Yes, it was a landslide. Lyndon Baines Johnson, for
better or for worse, has been swept to victory on an avalanche
votes which in many respects surpasses that of 1936. More
important, LBJ's 15 million vote margin provided a free
ride for many of his Democratic
collegues. In the House, which for
the past four years has served as
the only check on the New Frontier-
-Great Society policies, the
Democrats increased their margin
from 258-17- 7 to at least 290-14- 5.
Even these figures are some-
what misleading, as seven of the
Republican seats were wrenched
from Southern Democrats who had
often opposed the Administration
anyway. In other words Lyndon
has actually made a net gain of
about 40 House seats.
The Republicans fared little bet
in the Senate and gubernatorial
races. 1964 had figured to be a
big year for the GOP, for they
only were defending 9 of the 35
contested Senate seats and 7 of the
governorships. However, the
counted eggs never hatched. Re
publicans made a net gain of only
one in the battle for state houses,
and they actually managed to lose
net of one seat in the Senate.
What Happened?
In the aftermath GOP leaders
have been dazedly asking one an-
other, "What happened?" They
have been able to come up with
quite a few answers. Yet the pri-
mary cause for the debacle was
probably the most obvious: Ameri
can voters had renounced in un-
precedented numbers a political
philosophy which they considered
unsuited to modern needs. Other
factors may have had some effect
the magnitude of the defeat,
but none can count for the uni
formity of the Republican nom
inee s rejection.
The argument, for example, that
Republican moderates, such as
Governors Romney and Rockefel-
ler, had triggered this result by
not giving wholehearted support to
the national ticket fails for three
reasons. First, such an endorse-
ment would not have significantly
aided the national ticket and could
have sent even more Republican
local and state condidates down to
defeat. Governor Romney's case is
good example of this fact, for
while he was carrying Michigan by
less than 400,000 votes, Goldwater
was losing by more than a million.
seems very unlikely that a Rom-
ney endorsement could overcome
that million vote deficit. On the
other hand his action could have
easily switched enough minds so
that Romney himself would have
been counted among the GOP
casualties.
Barry Trailed Ticket
The second objection revolves
around the simple fact that except
in the five states of the deep South
(Mississippi, Alabama, Louisiana,
Georgia, South Carolina) Gold-wate- r
ran behind almost all candi-
dates on the Republican ticket.
This one generalization is prob-
ably the most incontestable of any
about the election. Candidate after
candidate had to fight huge John-
son majorities to achieve victory.
Sometimes they made it; many
times they did not.
In New York Senator Keating
was hopeful he could overcome
the expected one million vote John-
son margin. In the election he ran
a million and a half ahead "of the
national ticket. But he lost by over
Readers Discuss Emphasis Africa, Republican Politics
To the Editor:
I am concerned with an article
I found posted on the Library bul-
letin board. I hope the article,
supposedly resembling a reprint
from a newspaper, does not "char-
acterize the type of campaign con-
ducted by the Democratic Party
during the election but I am
afraid it does. The article read:
Canton, UPI. Last night at a
rally held in the stadium of Hoo-
ver H.S., Johnson supporters were
scattered by reports that a bomb
was planted under one of the sta-
dium seats. Police were rushed to
the area to restore order. An in-
vestigation was made, and in 20
500,000 as LBJ carried the state
by more than 2 million votes. The
Taft-Youn- g race here in Ohio is
another good example of the "coat-tailing- "
which sent many Republi-
cans to defeat.
The Wing
The third and final point is that
the members of the conservative
wing fared far worse than their
"mainstream" compatriots. Rich-
ard Kleindienst, one of Goldwater's
chief strategists, was defeated by
a little-know- n Democrat attorney
in a battle for an Arizona senate
seat. In Montana the Republican
incumbent governor Tim Babcock
was defeated after his strong en-
dorsement of Barry. Utah picked
its first Democratic governor in 16
years mainly because of the effect
of anti-Goldwateris- m. New Mexico
ousted incumbent Republican Sen-
ator Edwin Mechem after he
heartily championed Goldwater's
candidacy. Wyoming sent another
Goldwater man, John Wold, down
to defeat even though Wold had
originally led incumbent Senator
Gale McGee. West Virginia gave
Republican Cooper Benedict, an
ardent Goldwater man, less than a
third of its vote in another race
for the Senate.
On the other hand the moder-
ates, while losing in New York,
Illinois, and Ohio, made some dis-
tinct gains among the senior offices
of other states. Sen. Scott avoided
Barry completely as he inched to
a narrow victory. John Volpe, a
liberal Republican, swept to vic-
tory in the gubernatorial battle in
Massachusetts, a state that went 3
to 1 for Johnson. Romney quad-
rupled his margin of 1962 in over-
coming the Michigan Johnson tide.
Rhode Island went for Johnson 4
to 1, but returned liberal Repub-
lican John Chaffee to another term
as governor by a 3 to 2 margin.
And in the state of Washington
young (38) Daniel Evans rode his
moderate Republicanism to a vic-
tory over incumbent "Rosy" Ros-selin- i.
What Next?
Republican hopes now rest on
their ability to sense these trends
and to reject the ultra-conservati- ve
policies which brought the party
to such an end. However, such a
transition will not automatically be
made, nor will it be done without
a great deal of internal contro-
versy, for National Committee
Chairman Dean Burch will not re-
linquish party control unless he
is so compelled. Important figures
in the coming struggle will be the
Kroup of moderate and liberal
governors headed by Romeny,
Rockefeller, and William Scranton.
These individuals have already im
plied that Burch should be re-
placed by Governor Robert Smylie
of Idaho. Another powerful center
of opposition to Burch's leadership
will probably be the so-call- ed
"Wednesday Club." This group is
an informal coalition of 8-1- 0 key
Republican Congressmen headed
by rising star John Lindsay of
Manhattan. The combined pressure
of these two forces will be brought
to bear on the conservative-controlle- d
National Committee. The
result of this conflict will deter-
mine, in large measure, the future
of the Republican party.
minutes the bomb had been found
and disarmed ...
My dander was aroused, not
only because of the obvious impli-
cations of the article, but also De-cau- se
my home is in North Can-
ton (i.e., Hoover High School).
I would say that I was extremely
interested, but that seems to be
a bad choice of an adverb. When
home for the election, I questioned
everyone I saw and came up with
the fact that not only had there
been no bomb threats, there had
been no "Johnson rally."
I hope that the individual re-
sponsible for this apparent miss-informati- on
can either defend his
position or refrain from posting
propaganda on the Library bulle-
tin board.
Charles E. Smith
i
Presidential Nod
To the Editor:
Those who have put so much
effort into the EMPHASIS AFRI-
CA program should receive our
special thanks. Jim McHenry has
done a superb job as chairman
for the conference. Paul Key,
Frank Richeson, Ron Neill, Deane
Calhoun, Jim Brown, Dr. Watts
and numerous others have also
done an awesome amount of work
in preparation for this event. To
them we owe the opportunities that
this weekend provides.
Tim Tilton
Power Struggle
To the Editor:
A few thoughts on politics be-
fore the subject goes out of
fashion:
Now that the election is over,
there is every sign of an impend-
ing struggle for power within the
Republican Party. Members of the
"eastern wing" on the one hand,
and of the "Goldwater wing" on
the other, have been blaming each
other for their party's poor show
ing. It seems to me that both sides
deserve a considerable share of
ItjQ
by Dave Arndt
Life is full of little surprises; that's what gives this
dreary existence color and verve. To the students of Woo,
this aphorism is perhaps less
Goldwater or the Ohio State
sources of la joie de viva is that
most surprising of all creatures,
the Kenarden waiter.
Waiter ... In Context.
This being, the embodiment of
the last remmants of the Woo
male, must not be considered the
enemy of the social graces and ade-
quate digestion. Rather, he must
be seen in context. For his purpose
is not to convey food from kitchen
to consumption. Nor is it to fulfill
the pre-define- d society has estab-
lished for identifying "a servant,
esp. one who attends a table of
diners."
A Kenarden waiter is really one
who enlivens the slothful Woo
campus by means of supposedly
humorous remarks, melodramatic
b rashness, and an extreme interest
in speed for its own sake. On the
so-call- ed apathetic Woo campus,
the Kenarden waiter emphasizes
to his charges that, in order to get
anything, you got to want it. By
cleverly dropping full trays of
dishes, he gives a new twist to the
blase mealtime arguments about
the essential difference between
Sartre and Jaspers, or the applica-
tion of Freud's theory of the Oedi-
pus complex to Saint Augustine's
Confessions. In hurrying the eaters
by calling out "Seconds?" as he
doles out the first serving, he is
giving them an option either to
relish what is currently available
or to anticipate their future in-
terests, a basic philosophical con-
cern.
Kenarden Repartee
The height of achievement in
a Kenarden waiter is, of course,
repartee. A standard bit is the
waiter who registers surprise when
someone asks for more of the cen-
ters. The underlying thought is
that the food isn't worth eating in
the first place, so who would want
more of the pig-slop- ? Because we
are sitting there savoring the van- -
the blame.
The various errors and inepti-
tudes of the Goldwater campaign
need not be dwelt on too much.
But those "moderate" Repub-
licans who blame the Goldwater-ite- s
for the whole debacle had
better search themselves carefully.
The immoderate personal attacks
on Senator Goldwater by eastern
Republicans before the San Fran-- ,
cisco convention matched anything
meted out by the Democrats later.
The abusive tone of the well-know- n
.
"Scranton letter," after Gold-water- 's
nomination was certain,
made the strategy of at least some
of the Easterners clear. They were
already working for a landslide
Johnson victory in November.
They did not intend to compromise
even if Goldwater did; they, and
not Goldwater, ruled out Scranton
for second place on the ticket.
"Moderate" Republicans supported
Johnson in large numbers,
.
and
their opposition certainly hurt
Goldwater's voter appeal more than
any Democratic attacks.
So the present move to recover
the party for "responsible Repub-
licanism" is, for some, though not
all, eastern leaders, merely phase
two in a thus far successful opera-
tion. But their success will not be
certain until 1968; for the only
really important thing one can do
with control of a party on the na-
tional level is nominate one's own
choice for president And for that
one needs a viable candidate, of
which there is presently a short
supply. As of now, Romney, Scran-
ton, Nixon and Goldwater are the
only names in sight, and all have
definite handicaps. Personally, I
hope the result will be a compro-
mise, for there are plenty of sin-
cere and reasonable men on both
sides, as well as a few self-seekin- g
mud-slinger-
s. But 1968 is still a
long way off, and, for the time
being, the struggle for control will
continue, with neither side the win
ner.
Edwin Stern
meaningful than to, say, Barry
football team. One of Woo's
ous delicacies of superior Kenar
den cuisine, we find this reaction
humorous. Just as funny, but more
subtle, is the waiter who playfully
teases the young ladies by quip- -
ping, Lan t you stomach it i tome
on, just suck it up like a vacuum
cleaner." One of the most hilarious
turns of a phrase this year was
made to a table of lunchers who
had arived at the last minute, just
barely getting seats before the
doors closed. Their waiter re-
marked, "Why'd you come so
early?"
Favorite Tricks
Certainly there are other means
of entertaining 12 people besides
witticisms. Some waiters use sus-
pense, not pouring out double
milks until all the desserts are
finished. Others disappear into the
kitchen, ostensibly to get seconds,
but actually to stand around for
10 or 15 minutes. Frequendy the
diners are seriously considering
leaving the dining hall just as
their waiter returns from his lost
weekend. Still other waiters find
they can round out their patrons'
day by spilling. Because of narrow-minde- d
rules established by the
dining hall supervisors, this spill-
ing must appear as accidental as
possible. Dripping milk is a favor-
ite, followed closely by shoving
desserts into people's elbows from
behind. The most popular, how-
ever, is handing the meat tray to
a diner in such a manner that his
thumb is covered with gravy.
Few of us take the time to in-
vestigate the real humor latent in
these culinary exhibitions. But
those who do discern that a mo-
ment of laughter brightens one's
day considerably, reminding him
of the basic similarity of man to
his fellow man, the foibles of the
average college student, and the
sheer pleasure of camaraderie.
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Dr. George Loft
the Negro world, it is a situation
understood and overcome in order
to integrate and harmonize with
the cosmos." The socialism will be
a democratic socialism which has
integrated the European material
values with the spiritual values of
the Africans.
Neither the West nor the East
are being accepted completely;
both are scrutinized carefully. "We
shall not be won over to a regieme
of liberal capitalism and free en-
terprise. We cannot close our eyes
to segregation although the Fed-
eral Government combats it, nor
can we accept material success as
a way of life." "In the Communist
countries, the 'dictatorship of the
proletariat,' contrary to the teach-
ings of Marx, has made the state
an omnipotent, soulless monster,
stifling the natural freedoms of the
human being
..."
This is entirely an African syn-
thesis. Of course, not all values
from either side are to be retained.
Some belong to the past, others are
interesting only as folklore.
From this comes a far-reachi- ng
vision of the future and the im-
portance of this new synthesis.
"But a third revolution is taking
Yacht Club on Lake bt. Uair.
Racing with Wooster were
crews from Toronto, Windsor, Wa-
terloo, Ryerson, York, Western,
RMC, Michigan State, Ohio State,
Wayne State, University of De-
troit, Wisconsin, Purdue and In-
diana University .
The weather was fair and cold,
but shifting winds and tricky
waves resulted in at least one up-
set. Wooster suffered unfortunate
breakdowns which pulled the club
from an eighth place on Saturday
to a final 13th position for the
regatta. One Wooster first was dis-
qualified due to a technical error.
"Tough breaks, bad odds on break-
downs and lack of experience cost
us a higher rank," commented one
of the crew members.
The Scot skippers included Dave
Burkett, Ralph Branscomb and Bill
Kalb. Crewing the Tech dinghys
were Kathy Kenney, Roy Carwile,
Rik Stocking and Tom Bookwalter.
This weekend the club sails with
nine other Midwest schools in the
Dectagonal at Ohio State.
tic and Communistic materialism
that will integrate moral, if not
religious values with the political
and economic contributions of the
two great revolutions.
Americans may find it dimcult to
accept Africans reinterpreting the
nature and role of government, re
interpretation which may ula
mately remold our own system.
MORE ON
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ning on the topic of "Africa and
World Politics." Dr. Hadsel did
his undergraduate work at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio and re-
ceived his Doctorate from the Uni-
versity of Chicago in 1942. Dr.
Hadsel began his career in the
State Department as a member of
the Historical Division from 1952-5- 5,
he served as Special Assistant
to the Assistant secretary for INear
East, South Asia and Africa.
He then moved to the Director-
ship of the Office of Southern Afri-
can Affairs and served as Leader
of the 1958 Foreign Service Semin-
ar in Africa. In 1959 he was an
Adviser on Africa for the US Mis- -
' in iiT, ,
Dr. Fred Hadsel
sion to the United Nations. During
the year of 1961-62- , he worked as
Deputy Chief of Mission at the
American Embassy, Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. In 1,963, he returned to
the United States to serve as Plan-
ning adviser to the Bureau of
African Affairs and this past year
he was appointed Director of the
Office of Inter-Africa- n Affairs.
Sailors Suffer Tough Breaks
At Detroit International Regatta
TJip Wnnstpr Sailiner Club was honored last weekend to sail with
14 Canadian and American schools in the International Invitational
in Detroit. Wayne State, sponsor of the Invitational, hosted the seven
Canadian and the eight Midwest American clubs at the Crescent Sail
Dr. Warner Directs
'65 Summer School
President Lowry has recently
announced the appointment of
mathematics professor Dr. John
Warner as director of the 1965
summer school.
Dr. Warner is also to explore
the possibilities of summer instruc-
tion in music, speech correction,
debate, programmed instruction
for highly qualified students, and
a special program tor under
nrivileeed students.
Dr. Warner succeeds Dr. Gor
don Tait of the religion depart
ment, who has headed the summer
session for two years. Dr. Tait will
leave for research this summer.
"We are grateful for the fine
leadership which Dr. Tait has
given the school program," re-
marked Dean J. Garber Drushal.
"His research leave program
makes it impossible for him to
continue.
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African Revolutionary Thought
Shows Ideological Integration
by Paul Key
One of the effects of African independence has not yet
registered on the minds of many Americans. That is the fact
that political independence in Africa has also brought to the
Africans an awareness of what it is to be ideologically inde
pendent.
President Leopold Senghor of
Senegal presents this attitude well
in his book, On African Socialism.
He feels that independence will be
worthless if it only results in an
imitation of European totalitarian-
ism by creating a new form of
domestic colonialism. Senghor is
serching for the means to trans-
form Senegal into a modern, de-
mocratic, African, nation-stat- e. To
do so will require an original, Afri-
can centered synthesis of Negri-tud- e
and socialism. "Neeritude is
the totality of civilizing values of
place: a reaction against capitalis
t i ' f i Y i ?I.'V m
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TO THE TALKING DRUM of Benny Hufford (not pictured) John-
son Jato, from West Cameroun, and J. C. Dlamini, from
Southern Rhodesia march up the aisle during the EMPHASIS
AFRICA Chapel Oct. 30.
Dr. Hadsel's impressive record
with the United States Diplomatic
Corps will add immensely to his
comments on United States Policy
toward Africa. He will do an excel-
lent job in taking the place of
J. Wayne Fredericks who was
forced to cancel his address be-
cause of scheduling difficulties.
Following the closing address by
Dr. Hadsel an informal party will
be held in Lower Babcock by the
Central Planning Committee of the
Conference. All delegates are in-
vited to attend for the purpose of
talking over the Conference, bid-
ding new friends farewell and
generally having a good time. En-
tertainment will be provided by
classical guitarist, Larry Malik.
EMPHASIS AFRICA SCHEDULE
November 13
2:00-- 4:00 p.m. Registration for Non-Woost- er Delegates,
Tub
4:00- - 5:15 p.m. Opening Address by Mr. George Loft
6:15-7:0- 0 p.m. Dinner
8:15- - 9:15 p.m. Address by Mr. Emmanuel Obe
9:30-11:- 30 p.m. International Relations Club Reception
in Lower Babcock
8:40 a.m. I
7:45-- 8:45 a.m.-9:00-10- :00
a.m.-10:15-12- :00
a.m.-12:1- 5-
1:00 p.m.-1:3-0-
2:30 p.m.-2:4-5-
4:45 p.m.-6:1-5-
7:30 p.m.-8:1-5-
9:15 p.m.-9:30-12:- 00
p.m.- -
November 14
Formal Opening at Saturday Session,
Flag Raising Ceremony
--Coffee and Donuts Sold by NAACP
Address by Mr. John Reilly
First Seminar Session
--Lunch
--Address by Dr. Fred Burke
--Second Seminar Session
--African Banquet
-- Closing Address by Dr. Fred Hadsel
--Informal Farewell Party for Delegates,
Lower Babcock
jlffiea fcbownd
In the pages of the past,
In the faithless days of long ago,
When vision was short and knowledge scant,
Men called me "Dark Africa."
Dark Africa?
I, who raised the regal pyramids,
And held the fortunes
Of conquering Caesars
In my tempting grasp?
Dark Africa?
Who nursed the doubtful child
Of civilization
On the wand'ring banks
Of life-givin- g Nile,
And gave to the teeming nations
Of the West
A Grecian gift!
The dazzling glare of iron and steel
Sometimes obscures non-met- al worth;
So when I disdained my pristine
Bows and arrows
And cared not much for iron and steel,
They called me "Dark" in all the world.
But dearer far than cold steel and iron
Is the tranquil art
Of thinking together
And living together.
Dark Africa?
Underneath the clotted roots
Of my kingly whistling palms .
I keep a treasure that none can measure.
Dark Africa?
My dawn is here:
Behold, I see
A rich-war- m glow in the East,
And my day will soon be here.
Michael Dei-Anan- g
Africa Speaks
sources
AM
Dlamini Outlines African Past
by J. C. Dlamini
Wooster Sophomore from Bulawago, Southern Rhodesia
Those who have an infinite appetite for observation have
already seen the colorful flags from the African States hang-
ing from Kauke Hall. It is, perhaps, no wonder that such a
convergence of flags from so far a continent to Wooster Col-
lege should but mark the begin- - ; ; : r
ning of a conference on EMPHA- - yocatmg majonty rule. Neverthe-SI- S
AFRICA. To many Africa still less coloniahsm x s gradually
remains a myth far too hard to crumbling down before the wind
comprehend or even see or per- - change,
ceive the reality behind the myth. Quiver of Hope
Africa has been known to the Today the questions to every
Arabs for centuries. They estab- - African statesman concern the
lished trading stations in East Apartheid policies of the Republic
Africa long before the Portugese 0f South Africa and Rhodesia, the
ever conceived a new sea route to Assimilado principle of the Por-Indi-a
via the African continent, tugese, and above all to those who
The brutal history of the slave are independent the real prob-trad- e
is but one of the horrors to lems facing the emergent nations
which the black man has been economic development, fight
exposed. against poverty, ignorance and dis- -
European Scramble ease, the African Identity and
The missionaries set out from ran-Ainca- ms m. gEMPHASIS AF--Europe to stop the slave trade, prohlems whichRICA brings to every heart thatto convert the "painted savages"
to the Christian Faith, and to find to know the real problemsfacing modern Africa, a continent
ways and means by which markets
could be opened in Africa for the 4""6
products of the Industrial Revolu- -
tion. The explorers traced the fAAU rM(H A
of the rivers and located kJCUlb VUlllCl AUUUI
white settlements. These journeys I fACCPfiaflC AlNffl
resulted in what became the UWI U0U
"Scramble for Africa. ' The Euro- - Two senior women, Marcella
pean powers decided at the Berlin Kerr and Peg Osbourne attended
Conference in 1885 that no coun- - an Operation Crossroads Africa
. i ij i t - & . r . t i. ttiry suuuiu lay uiouu ox a icnuuijf tionterence at riooseveit univer- -
in Africa without effective occupa- - sity, Chicago, last weekend.
tion ot the claimed territory. 1 his In with the SGA
resulted in the Partition of Africa Summer Service Bureau and the
by Britain, France, Germany, gGA Crossroads Africa committee
5pam and rortugal. Wo receivea information on
Sources of Bitterness next summer's program which
The colonialists had very little they hope to attend.
interest in the welfare of the in-- Operation Crossroads Africa is
diginous population. They only a work-camp-stud- y seminar which
knew the African as an enemy students, teachers and spe--
on the battlefield, a slave 0 r cialists to Africa for short periods
laborer in some farm or factory during the summer. Since the pro
or as a convert of a missionary gram was started in 1957, 1,039
station. In this clash of cultures, persons have participated.
religious beliets and economic ranAiAa ,r -- mA'n thVtUllUAUUiVA W UVVVV w w
systems, there were brutalI'll'his-- basisj of comprehensive interviewtoncal consequences which re-- onA rAfprpt ww ctrpsw no.
suited in the undertaking that Afri- - tential leadership a
icpicscuu mi xiucnui vuituic, desjre to WQrk witn otner races
which must be destroyed as an who are selected
antithesis of Christian culture. ;fo0:TO ohliv nt -- ff.; anA ml.
Thus Africa entered a new era of before summer. Final date for
eniorwa iransiormanonanaap a Ucations Jan lf 1965
tion to the European way of life.
Those who objected to any adpta
of foreign standards were
called by "colonial names" stub-
born savages, barbarians who re
fused to see the "truth," and oddly
MORE ON
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enough, found themselves behind Guinea, Mali.Senegal, Nigena and
he prison bars. wunonwn,, visumg iww yw
The colonialists believed in the ! .? ."7:.
enl0r:tiZl of PoliS Science at Harvardindiginous people were forced to Universi Described by Pam
move from fertile lands to the . , t 9n iu A
sandy drier areas. They were fur-- WMaM as T-- Clu ZJther embittered by having to pay vecjJVht
burdensome poU taxes. These were N fa returned from thethe sources of bitterness between , ' ' iJ Tt-- .
- n.i:ithe setders and the indiginous " rvTwhich met Geneva,peopl-e-a bitterness which only Scientists in
manifested itself in the taj rf
.Up higt at Earlham College has
tilviiii ivv -- v 1 1 I T7 li' . IAMoeen ine JCiXecuuve tfireuiur iuiThe New Elite the projects of the American
The missionaries by the use of Friends Service Committee in Af--
their educated elite promised the rfca. Having spent two extended
Africans heavenly kingdoms where periods of time in Africa over the
all their 'sufienngs would even-- lt 15 years, Dr. Hoskins shouldtually be deviated forever. The provide insights from the level of
same indiginous elite who had the man in the African street.
hitherto been transformed into J)r, Jonn Middleton is presently
protagonists of colonialism were a Professor of Anthropology at
later disillusioned when they found North western University. He
. . '.1 1 1 1 .1tne real miennons 01 me coiomtu- - comes , to us on the recommenda- -
ists. They turned against their tion 0f Professor Paul Bohannon,
masters and became the real an-- author of Africa and Africans. Un-tagoni- sts
of colonial rule. It is here til this fall Professor Middleton
that the true African personality was at the University of London,
found a dynamic leadership which David Gardinier is presently
expressed the true grievances of a member of the Department of
the people. The European liberals Political Science at Bowling Green
endeavored hard to curb or detain State University. He is an expert
or contain this new movement, on East African affairs and the re-
but it was too late. The national- - Jated topic of Pan-Africa- n move-ist- s
were faced with heavy barriers ments.
which often resulted in long jail j)T, Floyd Watts of our own De-sentenc- es
and detentions. partment of History received his
Many of the African leaders graduate training at the University
from Kwame Nkrumah through of Wisconsin. He has specialized
Jomo Kenyatta to Kenneth Kaunda in the background and history of
remain an indelible mark to the Apartheid in the Union of South
forces of colonialism. There are Africa. Knowing his subtle wit and
still many in Colonial Africa to-- broad background, he should lead
day who are in prison cells for ad-- a lively session.
Pge Four
THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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Reading my article about the
new men's dorms in last week's
Voice I discovered an error which
by its bold and simple stupidity
almost achieves brilliance. While I
was appalled to find it, I imagine
the administration was chagrined,
the contractor mightily astonished
and the student body thoroughly
skeptical.
In answer to the question: When
do you expect construction to be
POPSTER
Phone 263-28- 06
FRIDAY SATURDAY
"PAJAMA PARTY"
and
"COMMANDO"
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
David Niven
Shirley Jones
in
"BEDTIME STORY"
and
Lee Marvin
Angie Dickinson
in
"THE KILLERS"
In asking for more responsibility
he students are asking for change
in a situation which they will only
encounter for four years. It seems
selfish to try to change the cam-
pus when the administration and
staff will have to live here long
after we leave. It is necessary to
maintain an atmosphere on cam
pus which will satisfy these long
erm residents. But the adminis
tration and statt should realize
hat as Dean Munro says, "rela
tionships between the sexes are
changing rapidly" and they should
also realize that mores in general
are changing. Students come to
Wooster from the outside world
and will return there after four
years. They should not be ex
pected to accept an ideal situation
without some question. Nor should
they be expected to accept the
claim to realism made by the ad
ministration.
Warren Welch
Faculty Attendance
To the Editor:
First Wooster Student: "Hey,
docs anybody know who's speak-
ing in Chapel today?"
Second Wooster Student: No,
but judging by the faculty turn-
out, it must be a program by the
students!"
How many times this year have
you heard or made just such a
comment? And even if you
haven't, every Wooster student has
certainly witnessed the poor
faculty showings for student pre-
sentations in Chapel.
This fact probably wouldn t
bother us if we didn't continually
hear the administration justify
compulsory Chapel attendance and
Chapel itself on the grounds that
Chapel is our best (and perhaps
our only opportunity to gather as
a college community.) Yet how
can they justify it as a means of
rapport between students, faculty,
and administration (who in our
eyes constitute "the college com
munity") if they refuse to expose
themselves to the students by
means of programs in which stu
dents participate?
We, as students, are not too
proud to admit that many of the
Friday, November 13, 1964
sots Continue Debate On Wagner, .Boohsfore, Sen, Faculty Attendance
To the Editor:
Last Sunday evening, at the end
of my WCW radio program, The
Sound of Greatness, I was pleased
to announce that my entry for this
Sunday's program would be the
entirety of Mendelssohn's Fifth
Symphony. For those of you who
do not know, Mendelssohn's Fifth
Symphony, often called the Spirit
Symphony, is also called the "Re-
formation" Symphony, as it was
written to express the spirit of the
16th Century, embodying the fam-
ous Dresden Amen as well as the
Lutheran Ein feste Burg ist unser
Gott. Also, to give this broadcast
a double meaning, next Sunday
will be one day after Reformation
Day, and the playing of Mendel-
ssohn's work seemed to be the most
appropriate selection. In making
this announcement I confess that
I did not have complete command
of the facts and that I had made
one big, fat assumption: that some-
where on the campus of a Protes- -
THANKSGIVING
AND
CHRISTMAS
Reservations
Have You Talked with
Jan Sayer, Our New
Campus Representative?
or call
FLAIR TRAVEL
263-780- 1
346 E. Bowman St.
tant college one could find the
Reformation Symphony. Nix. Not
in the radio record library, nor in
the college library, nor in any
other place have succeeded in
finding a disc of that symphony. I
am still searching, and what a
Herculean task it has become!
Bachian Lair
But this is merely an example of
what I have encountered regarding
music It is my sad fortune to
discover, forsooth, that the student
body is infested with Bachians!
Now I have nothing against J. S.
Bach, personally, and I'd prefer
the B Minor Mass to watching
Howdy Doody any day of the
week. But aren't there any people
out there who sometimes tire of
this kind of slide-rul- e music? Must
it always be Bach, Brahms, Han-
del (yes, Handelians, I have heard
The Messiah), and the like? My
qualms regarding the Mendelssohn
episode is merely representative;
he is only one Romantic whom
the 'Classicists are clandestinely
trying to suppress. What about
the mature Beethoven, Wagner,
Strauss (Richard, that is) , Mahler,
and Bruckner? Have the Classic-
ists dared to dismiss them as child-
hood fancies compared to their
discovery of the baroque, et al?
Nonsense! The music of the Nine-
teenth Century is, if anything, an
improvement over that of the
Eighteenth Century; music without
bound, a form which ventures to
be experimental does not, simul-
taneously, reveal immaturity; on
the contrary, the music which re-
tains restrictions around itself is
immature as an art form and rele-
gates itself to the classification of
scientific technique.
Attention Wagnerians
A word to those just discovering
music: don't allow yourselves to be
shoved into the Bach syndrome by
the notion that only Bach or his
contemporaries are artistically
sanctioned by the intellectual
world. Liturgy shuns Wagner and
turns to Bach because it mistakes
SECTIONS!!
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Be Made
Immediately at
NADELIN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
CARDIGAN SWEATERS
Select from our large collection of button or zip
front sweaters in woll, mohair or miracle fibers.
Solid colors, stripes, geometric designs or ski pat-
terns.
9.95 - 12.95 - 14.95
BRENNER BROS.
Lower the Cost of Dressing Well
f ar the d(5k THINKING WA
the former for Nietzsche and the
latter for Jesus Christ; the "liber-
ally artistic" mind, however, may
have a second chance.
Wagnerians revolt! (Or is the
fashionable word nowadays, "re-
bel"?) Meanwhile, does anyone on
or off campus have Mendelssohn's
Fifth Symphony?
Gary Houston
The Big Squeeze
To the Editor:
I have one small note to add
to the present Book Store contro-
versy. I have heard many con-
demning the Book Store for carry-
ing anything other than books and
necessary school supplies, and in
many instances I can add my
complaints to theirs. I, too, would
like to be able to find a suitable
Es'terbrook pen point without hav-
ing to go to the Square; I, too,
would enjoy spending less than an
hour looking to see if the novel I
need for I.S. is in stock. But I can
also recall times not so very long
ago when, going to brush my
teeth, I have discovered that no
amount of standing on the tube
produced more white paste. I was
very glad to be able to stop in the
Book Store to pick up some tooth-
paste on my way to class (and
goodness knows how many others
were indirectly "glad" as a result),
instead of having to take a half
hour to tread to Kroger's or the
Point. I am all for reorganizing
and increasing the academic sec
tion of the Book Store, and for
lessening the amount of extraneous
material sold there, but please
leave me my toothpaste and bar
of soap and shoelaces.
Betsy Bedient
Tiews' Blues
To the Editor:
-.-
....,.. Mill WU..
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING? NO, JUST LOOKING FOR TOOTHPASTE. By coincidence, Miss Be-
dient (see letter to left) was included in a series of Book Store shots taken by "Voice" photo-
graphers last week.
finished? I have reported Dean
Young as hoping it will be com-
pleted by the fall of this year,
although I have him admitting
that the contract does not call for
it until January 1965. Now, Dean
Young is a reasonable man, and
any reasonable man who walks
from Kenarden to Compton, re-
gardless of the thoughts and aspir-
ations which may be distracting
him, cannot help but doubt this
forecast. The fall of this year is
THE STEP YOU TAKE
City police have recently
called the corner of Beall Ave.
and University St. "the most
dangerous corner in VYoos-ter- ."
At least one near-accide- nt
involving a student
pedestrian has been reported
to policemen, and several
students can attest to close
escapes which they have wit-
nessed.
According to police, Beall
Ave., as one of the only two
north-sout- h routes in Woos-te- r,
will continue to support
a heavy traffic flow. Even the
two new lights have failed to
slow traffic appreciably. Stu-
dents who cross the street at
any point they choose, often
stopping in the middle of the
street or darting between
cars, risk serious accidents.
Dean Howard King has re-
cently expressed extreme con-
cern about the safety of stu-
dents crossing Beall. "I'm
very much afraid there's go-
ing to be a serious accident
on Beall Avenue," he stated.
hastening on, but the new dormi-
tories remain largely inside con-
crete mixers.
I should have reported Dean
Young as hoping that construction
will be completed by the fall of
1965, with the contract deadline
set at 27 January, 1966. If you
would correct this error, smother,
as it were, my smoldering blunder
with the soggy blanket of fact,
before it bursts into flame, I would
feel greatly relieved. I wish you
could extinguish my embarrass-
ment as easily.
Bob Tiews
MAKE THE SEASON
A WINNING ONE AT
ODERLIN, SCOTS!
SATURDAY IS V. O. DAY!
To the Editor:
The administration this fall
seems to be preoccupied with the
"problems" of sex and the use of
cars on campus. (Or perhaps they
view these as only one problem.
I do not know.)
The Wooster student body
should realize that our adminis-
tration feels an obligation to
protect the students from learning
all their lessons by hard knocks.
most worthwhile Chapel programs
arc faculty presentations. Just this
year we have given our hearty ap-
proval to Dr. Sexton on the Olym-
pic competitors. Dr. Carruth on
the organ, and Dr. Bruce on phy-
sical education at a liberal arts
college. Those of us "old-timers- "
also favorably recall Dr. Calhoun's
analysis of un-Americ- an activities,
WHO'S WHO
Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities has
announced 26 Wooster sen-
iors as members:
Sue Adams, Marilyn Am-stut- z,
Gail Boswell, Dave
Brand, Dave Carpenter, Tom
Ewell, Anne Grigsby, Pete
Griswold, Dave Guldin, Ken
Hook, Benny Hufford, Bill
Longbrake, Carol Magill,
Mady Miller, Dave Petersen,
Dave Reid, Dick Robertson,
Harry Rosser, Vicki Siegel,
Frankie Stafford, Tuckie Tho-
mas, Tim Tilton, Barb Uhle,
Bruce Vandersall, Bill Vodra
and Nancy Winder.
Students who were elected
as juniors are not listed
again.
Dr. Logan's memoirs of Hawaii,
Miss Guille's commentary on re-
search snags, Dr. Ernest Osgood's
anecdotes on Thomas Jefferson
and prairie dogs, Mr. Davis' artis-
try on the violin, and Mr. Van
Wie's urge to "fire up". However,
PEACE CORPS TEST
A Peace Corps Placement
Test will be given on Wednes-
day, Nov. 18, at 3 p.m. in
Kauke 205.
we feel that students often have
valuable contributions to make in
Chapel programs, too.
No Faculty Sign-I- n
We aren't advocating compul-
sory Chapel attendance for faculty
members, but we would appreci-
ate a vote of confidence by the
faculty at student presentations
such as SGA "State of the Cam-
pus" addresses; Washington sem-
ester and Woosteir-in-Vienn- a ac-
counts; and debates, recitals, and
narratives of personal experiences.
Such a tangible show of interest
on the part of the faculty could
perhaps lead to the sense of com-
munity which has been so often
emphasized and so heartily en-
couraged.
Sincerely,
Ginny Keim
Friday, November 13, 1961
--Voice Sports- -
Conservatism On
"Oh no!" moaned a segment of the upper stands at last Satur-
day's Wooster-Capita- l game. "They can't be quick-kickin- g in this
situation." Sure enough, Walt Blaich moved into the supposedly trick
position many people in the conference know signifies a Scot "quick-kick,- "
took the snap from center and lined one into the blockers in
front of him. Such is not the matter of concern here, however. Even
if Walt, a successful kicker for the most part, had made the attempt
good should the strategy have been
Well, this involves quite a few factors which all those in
the Monday Morning Quarterback Club are well aware of. The
number one problem in the eyes
ter football is spelled S-H-l-- P-E.
keeping our boys from beating
and Akron. He's so conservative
report, that Darrell Royal of Texas
of being outdone. Why was the
Why, because Phil Shipe was coach.
It's always delightful to hear these straight-as-an-arro-w opinions
Everything is black or white to many sports fans; unfortunately, per
haps, they're usually the most outspoken ones. This reporter is not
one to automatically defend a coach. I have on occasion spoken to
.
Coach Shipe about a call, received an explanation and still come away
from the meeting feeling I was right
sports are discussed, nghter.
No doubt about it, Phil Shipe is a conservative coach. When he
called for the "quick-kick- " on his own 35 in a third and 18 situation
(and the score 21-- 3 Capital), I must
Capital was
....
off and running, and any
Wooster still had a chance lor the
However, in some areas it
servatively. Take passing, for instance. Unofficial statistics show
that Wooster's three quarterbacks have fired the ball 94 times
and connected on 31 of these attempts for an even .329 rate of
completions. Seven of these 94 flings have been picked off by
opponents. This is the best justification I know for sticking to the
mound, esoeciallv with men like Dingle and Gordon. In years
past Wooster boasted good passers, and they were effectively
unleashed. '
When it comes to knowing the rules of the game, Shipe is one
of the most knowledgeable men around. It's no coincidence that soon
. . i i n . n .1 11 Ol" f 1 1 1 1
after arriving here he began the Scot football uinic ior nign scnoo
mnrW now in its 14th vear. He also sticks up for his men againsl
nhviniM mis-call- s. Remember the
intentional grounding during the Hiram . gamer He may be a lount
of philosophy, but there's still fire in him.
It would be farthest from my mind to string together a series
of empty platitudes concerning any individual. The riddle of whether
or not Phil Shipe is a good coach remains unsolved, at least in my
mind. Yet the fact remains that Shipe has compiled a Wooster record
of 79-56--6 since arriving in 1949. For a first-clas- s academic school
granting few favorites to athletes this is mighty good.
A triumph tomorrow would be doubly important numberwise
win 80 for Coach Shipe and number 5 for this year's team,
insuring a winning season. If you aren't involved in Emphasis
Africa, try to bum a ride up to Obie and cheer the Scots on. From
my knowledge of Oberlin sports enthusiasm, Wooster students
may outnumber their hosts.
Next week Ron Neill, public relations sports writer for the col-
lege, moves into this corner to discuss his initial observations con-
cerning the 1964-6- 5 basketball squad. Many thanks to Don Kennedy
for his outstanding job managing the sports page last issue while your
sports editor battled a siege of hourlies.
THE CONSENSUS: ALABAMA at Georgia Tech; Williams at
AMHERST; PITT at Army; WOOSTER at Oberlin; RUTGERS at
Delaware; Otterbein at CAPITAL; Michigan State at NOTRE DAME;
Colorado at KANSAS; Northwestern at OHIO STATE; UCLA at
WASHINGTON; PRINCETON at Yale; Duke at NAVY; and in
the pros-De-troit at CLEVELAND; New York at ST. LOUIS; GREEN
BAY at San Francisco.
Last week: College 5-- 7 (.417), Pros 3-- 0 (1.000); overall 8-- 7 (.533)r,
Season: College 63-3- 1 (.670), Pros 14--8 (.636); overall 77-3- 9 (.663)
Basketball Preview Set
Van Wie Anticipates Tight OAC Race
by Don Kennedy
The annual basketball open
house Nov. 21 kicks off the round-bal-l
campaign for the charges of
Wooster coach Al Van Wie. In-
cluded on the program will be an
introduction of the entire team, a
demonstration of drills the players
perform daily, and a short intra-squa- d
scrimmage. A sock hop will
follow the open house.
Practice has been under way
for two weeks, with a lengthy
scrimmage last Saturday and an-
other due tomorrow. However, the
open house will be the first public
exposure for the team.
The open house will also serve
to inaugurate the newly sanded
gym floor. Having been sanded
several times in the past, the floor
has become so thin that this pro-
cedure can never take place again.
Due to the agevof the gymnasium
and the prospect of a new field
house complex, an entire new floor
would be a needless expense. For
this reason all dances on the gym
floor must be sock hops for the
protection of the floor. Still, ac-
cording to Coach Van Wie, "The
floor has never been in better
shape."
The Ohio Athletic Conference,
Tho Gridiron
fcy Sleye Avaklan
applauded?
of virtually every critic of Woo
He's the villain, the man who is
teams like Muskingum, Capital
in his football plays, the experts
shakes in his boots for fear
1963 team 1- -8 on the season?
or, as should be said whenever
admit I joined the moaners.
move giving them the
.
ball when
1 1 1 1
hrst-dow- n seemea migniy nsity.
just may be best to play con
Akron game's offsides boner or the
often termed the toughest small
college basketball conference in the
country, promises to provide sen-
ior co-captai- ns Dave Guldin and
Grant Sherwood and the rest of
the hoop squad plenty of compe-
tition as this year's schedule looms
rougher than ever. No other small
college conference consistendy fin- -
SHUTTERBUG RAC HITA
Anyone who has seen ex-
amples of sports photography
in other collegiate news-
papers must appreciate the
outstanding o b "Voice"
cameraman Alex Rachita has
done during the football and
soccer season. The sports
staff takes this opportunity to
identify our hitherto anon-
ymous photographer and
thank him for his service to
the paper.
ishes as high in the NCAA tour-
nament.
As a further example of the
OACs balance, Akron took second
in the NCAA tourney yet finished
no better than third in the OAC
round robin. Coach Van Wie feels
that at least five teamsAkron,
WOOSTER VOICE Pago Fire
Capital Romps To 43-- 3
Scots Finish Season
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ROD DINGLE fumbles the ball as Walt Blaich (34) blocks out
the Capital defenders. Wooster recovered the fumble but
couldn't avoid a 43-- 3 pasting at the hands of the tough Cru-
saders. Tomorrow the Scots journey to Oberlin in search of
victory number five and a winning season.
Tigers Sweep Ohio Conference Honors
by OAC Sports Bureau
Ohio Conference Champion Wittenberg has spotted the
other 14 teams an extra weekend and will sit back Saturday
in a rather relaxed situation to see if the other conference
squads can capture some of the individual and team crowns
they now hold.
The nation's number one small
college grid team is not only as-
sured of the top rung in the win-los- s
department but also has a
comfortable margin in team total
offense with an average of 414.7
yards per game; rushing defense,
allowing a mere 99.7 yards per
game; and passing offense with an
average of 243.3 yards per game.
There's not much doubt that
Chuckin' Charlie Green will hold
onto the passing, total defense and
punting department leads either
... the Tigers and their individual
leaders are in an enviable position
to say the least. Only Tiger now
leading in an individual depart-
ment who could be threatened is
Freshman End Rod Miller who has
the scoring lead with 54 points
and no games remaining. Wooster
halfback Rod Dingle looms just
one touchdown behind the Witten-
berg receiver.
Comparative statistics for to-
morrow's Wooster-Oherli- n game:
Wooster 5th in rushing offense,
Oberlin 10th; Wooster unranked
in rushing defense, Oberlin 10th;
both teams have unranked passing
offenses; Wooster 10th in pass de-
fense, Oberlin unranked; Wooster
record 2-- 4 in OAC play (4--4 over-
all), Oberlin 1-- 3 in league (3-4- )
overall) .
For Nov. 21;
Wittenbere, Otterbein, Ohio Wes
leyan and Wooster have good
shots at the crown this year. Due
to their tremendous personnel,
which includes "the best center in
Ohio," Van Wie gives Akron a
sliffht edee.
The Scots will probably go with
the same 1-3- -1 offense during the
upcoming season but with much
more maneuverability due to the
experience gained last year. The
entire starting lineup of last season
returns, consisting of Guldin, all
conference guard Bill Gribble, the
versatile Rodney Dingle, and big
men Tim Jordan and Buddy Har
ris. Since last year's strength lay
mainly in their depth, Coach Van
Wie has been experimenting in at
tempts to retain that strength. The
backcourt is almost overflowing
with talent, but the front court is
in need of a little bolstenng. Gor
don Jeppson is assisting Coach
Van Wie as junior varsity coach,
replacing Steve McClellan, now at
tending school in Michigan.
SECTIONS! I
Christmas Party Starvat-
ion i Should B Mad
Immtdiattly at
NADEUN'S,
Your CompUtt
Coloring Strvlco.
Five Football
Seniors Play
Career Finales
by Bill White
Tomorrow the Wooster Scots
play the final game of the season
at Oberlin in a contest which will
mark the closing college football
game of their careers for five
seniors.
Walt Blaich is the Scot fullback
and place kicker. He is the second
highest ground gainer for the
Scots and boasts a fine 1964 record
of extra points and a field goal.
Originally from Germany, he was
first introduced to football in jun-
ior high school. Blaich is a Ger-
man major and plans to attend
graduate school and go on to a
career in teaching.
"Monster" Vandersall
Akron product Bruce Vandersall
has been a defensive standout in
what is called the "monster" posi-
tion. Each play he shifts his spot
(like the roving fielder on a soft-ba- ll
team) according to the forma-
tion of the offense.
Jack Wagner does the punting
for the Scots. He has averaged
better than 30 yards a kick.
The 170-poun- d halfback hails
from Whitmer High School, Tole-
do. A Geology major, he intends
to enter the service when he gradu-
ates. He is a member of Sixth
Section.
Likewise a Sig is Bob Tucker,
senior center from Sandusky. Al-
though weighing in at only 180
pounds, Bob leads the offense from
his center slot. Majoring in Physi-
cal Education, Bob plans to learn
the skills of wrestling for his I.S.
This is the first year that a pro-
gram has been set up to enable
a student to learn a new skill as
an I.S. project. During the second
semester Bob will student-teac- h
wrestling at a nearby school.
Jerry Horcha is a reserve tackle.
He switched from Chemistry to
Physical Education and was unable
to transfer his Junior I.S. credit.
Consequently, he will be at Woos-
ter next year and, although he is
ineligible for football, he would
like to help out as a coach. Horcha
weighs 180 pounds and lives in
Flint, Michigan.
Fine Food
Alexander's
UNIQUE COOKERY
"Since 1925"
132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO
for Reservations
Phone 263-478- 6
Continuous Service
7:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
Win Over
Saturday At Oberlin
by Dennis Goettel
The Wooster Fighting Scots will end their season to-
morrow afternoon with a journey to the home field of tbe
Oberlin Yeomen and will attempt to nail down their first
winning season since 1961. Last week the powerful Capital
Lrusaders invaded severance bta'
dium and sent the Scots sprawling,
43-3- . This left the Black and Gold
with a 44 season mark and 24
in the conference. At the same
time the game kept Capital in a
tie for second with Muskingum,
6--1 on the OAC season.
Oberlin defeated the Scots for
the first time in 13 meetings last
year and spoiled Wooster's Par-
ents' Day program by a 1413
score, so Wooster will be out to
start a new winning streak over
the Yeomen tomorrow. In the ser-
ies between the two schools Woos-
ter has won 30, Oberlin 19, and
two games have ended in ties.
Oberlin is 1-- 3 in the conference
so far and 3-- 4 on the season. The
Yeomen and the Scots have played
only one common opponent this
year; Oberlin lost to Hiram 23-- 6
early in the year while Wooster
defeated the Terriers 14-- 7 two
weeks ago. Winless Kenyon is the
only team that the leaky Oberlin
defense has been able to keep
under 15 points this season. How-
ever anything and everything can
and usually does happen in this
annual rivalry.
In last Saturday's affair the
Scots seemed to be an inspired
squad as they took the opening
kickoff and marched 60 yards in
13 plays to a first and goal on
the Crusaders' two. Senior co-capta- in
Walt Blaich then bulled his
way over for what appeared to be
a bcot TD, but there was a 15-yar- d
holding penalty on Wooster. Three
plays later the Scots settled for a
21-yar- d Blaich field goal, his first
of the year, and the score was 3-- 0.
Bare Interception
Capital immediately marched to
the Scot end of the field, only to
have junior George Bare pick off
a Ron raxson pass on the seven
yard line to stop the threat. The
Scots were forced to punt and sen
ior Jack Wagner booted the ball
to speedy Jim Makar on the Capi
tal 47 where the Crusader halfback
fielded the ball, avoided several
Scot tacklers, and raced down the
sidelines to paydirt. Chuck Dau
benmeir added the point and the
RADIO COVERAGE
Saturday's game between
Wooster and Oberlin will be
on WWST and WWST-F-M.
Radio coverage begins at 2
p.m.
Crusaders were ahead to stay at
7-- 3 with 1:52 remaining in the
first quarter. Like the Crusaders of
old, they were to be "back again"
to the bcot end of the field dunng
the course of the afternoon.
In fact the next time the Cru
saders got the ball they marched
53 yards in seven plays to score
again. The big play of the drive
was a 34-yar-d dash by Makar to
the Wooster 3. The Scots nearly
came up with another of their
Wooster;
patented goal line stands, but a
two-yar- d pass from Paxson to
Larry Gornall gave the visitors a
14-- 3 lead. Capital began to put
some thick icing on the cake as
they added seven more the next
time they got their hands on the
ball. Bob Smith intercepted a Tom
Brown pass and ran it to the Scot
25. It took Cap only seven plays
to score, as 215-poun- d Gordon Mc--
Maken bulled his way into the end
zone from the two-yar- d line to
give his team a 21-- 3 halftime
bulge.
Blaich FG Short
The Scots marched 64 yards to
the Cap 22 before the end of the
half, but Blaich's attempted field
goal this time was short. Wooster
could get no closer the remainder
of the game.
The Crusaders tallied again with
5:39 left in the third quarter as
Paxson hit Dick Angelou on an
eight-yar- d pass to end a brilliant
89-yar-d march. Three passes by
raxson accounted for 60 of the
yards. With a 28-- 3 lead Bob Smith
made his third interception of the
OAC RUSHING LEADERS
Net Yds. Carries
Dickson (Mus.) 623 105
Dingle (Scots) 593 99
Foutz (Mus.) 546 131
McMaken (Cap.) 542 91
Moore (Otter.) 535 91
day for the Crusaders, this one a
31-yar- d runback of a Randy Snow
aerial for the fifth Cap touchdown
and a 35-- 3 margin.
A Capital substitute who was not
even listed in the program, Ron
Schenkenberger, single handedly
put the finishing touches on the
victory as he carried the ball four
times for 63 yards in the last eight
minutes, scoring one touchdown
and catching a pass for a two-poi- nt
conversion.
Both Scot halfbacks, Rod Dingle
and Mike Gordon, sustained leg
injuries in the game and are
doubtful starters for tomorrow's
game. Dingle, playing only half
the game, gained 79 yards in 15
carries to bring his season total
to 594 yards in 107 carries and
win his duel with McMaken, the
Cap fullback, who was one notch
below Dingle in rushing going in-
to the game. McMaken gained only
42 yards in 11 carries.
Reserve halfback John Blaser
showed some real running prom-
ise as he picked up 55 yards in 13
carries for Wooster. Ken Norris,
Bruce Vandersall, Jerry Horcha
and Lee Corbett were outstanding
on the Scot defense.
Coach Phil Shipe experimented
with all three Scot quarterbacks,
but the three combined completed
only one out of 15 passes and had
three intercepted. In the meantime
the Crusader quarterbacks com-
pleted seven of 11 for 103 yards.
Each team was penalized a whop-
ping 85 yards.
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QUARTERBACK RICH POLING sets for a Scot areial attempt
as Capital's Lynn Fettrow moves in hard from his left-en- d
position.
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COFFEE HOUSE
Tired of taking exams?
Well, here's your chance to
relax. Come to the NAACP
Coffee House this Saturday
night in Lower Compton. An
informal evening of folk
singing, guitar playing, talk-
ing and fust plain relaxing
will be offered. Coffee, cider,
doughnuts, popcorn and other
assorted delicacies will be
served in an atmosphere as
close to a coffee house as
Lower Compton will permit.
Cover charge at the coffee
house will be a very nominal
dime. Proceeds will go to the
Lincoln Scholarship Fund and
to Mississippi. Come from 9
to 1 1:30 p.m. tomorrow night.
Art Center Shows
Boydell Engravings
Scenes from the Shakespeare
Gallery, a collection of engravings
published by John Boydell in 1802
as illustrations of Shakespeare's
plays, will be the new exhibition
at the Art Center from Nov. 15
to Nov. 29. This is the W. B.
Thayer collection on loan from the
University of Kansas Museum of
Art.
Boydell employed leading paint-
ers of his day: Reynolds, Romney,
Fuselli, West, Stothard, Opie and
many others. Only a small part of
the engraved edition of the col-
lection is shown here.
Boydell intended to present the
paintings to the nation, but his
foreign trade in prints was ruined
by the French Revolution and he
was forced to dispose of it by lot-
tery. A two volume edition of the
prints is all that remains of his
work.
His aim in creating the Shake-
speare Gallery was to gain for
British painting and printmaking
of his day the same respect which
England's great dramatists enjoyed
throughout the world. It was the
crowning achievement of a life of
service to his country; he was al-
derman and later Lord Mayor of
London. The work was a great
success in the field of printing and
publishing and helped him to
amass his original fortune.
MSB
Our
Christmas
Selections
are
Now Complete!
Shop now and avoid
last minute crowds
and depleted stocks,
and
Any Scot May
Charge It!
DIAMOND MERCHANTS
145 E. Liberty St.
Just East of the Square
Wooster, Ohio
Once again it is time for the
faculty committee on writing and
speaking competence to make its
annual pronouncement to the stu-
dent body: incrassated and ob
fuscated verbiage will not be
tolerated among the booboisie.
The committee wishes to an
nounce that the examination to
test competence in writing will be
held Dec. 5 from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. in the Tower Room of Kauke
Hall. The examination to test
speaking competence will be given
on Dec. 1, 2 and 3 in Taylor Hall.
Students who wish to take either
or both of these examinations must
sign up at the Registrar's Office.
Ihe registration period will run
from Wednesday, Nov. 18, through
nday, JNov. 20.
The writing competence exam-
ination will require the writing of
a short impromptu essay (approxi
mately 500 words) on a topic pro
vided by the committee. Students
will have three hours in which to
write their essays.
The oral competence examina-
tion requires a five-minu- te per-
suasive speech and includes a brief
oral examination on the principles
of public speaking.
Students are urged to examine
closely the statement of compe-
tence requirements set forth in the
college catalogue, pp. 65-6- 7. Mini-
mal proficiency standards are
stated there. Students should note
as well that the written compe-
tence requirement must be satisfied
before admission to the fifth semes-
ter of college work; speech com-
petence must be demonstrated be-
fore admission to the sixth semes-
ter.
Any student with questions
about his status may inquire at
the Registrar's Office or may see
Miss Vivian Holliday, chairman of
the committee.
SECTIONS!!
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Be Made
Immediately at
NADELIN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
Special Occasions
Require Special Consideration,
Especially vAen Special People
Are Concerned.
Flovers Are the Answer.
We Have the Finest
AT
YOOSTER FLORAL STORE
PUBLIC SQUARE
WOOSTER VOICE
Colboun Predicts More Sino-Sovi- et
(Continued from Page 1)
that Khrushchev was a political as
well as a personal failure. He has
been charged with the slow-dow- n
of Soviet economic growth, and
the agricultural disasters of a year
ago. He has been charged with
pushing incompetent relatives, not-
ably his son-in-la- w Alexei Ad-zhub- ei,
into high positions for
which they were not properly suit-
ed. He has been charged with the
responsibility for the gradual dis-
integration of the Communist bloc.
Every Soviet failure over the past
11 years is assigned to him, just
as every success is confidently as-
signed to the party as a whole.
More and more, that is the official
line. Qearly, that is what was told
to the representatives of foreign
communist parties, including Chi-
na's who gathered in Moscow last
weekend to celebrate the 47th an-
niversary of the Revolution. We
are at the beginning of an era
of de-Khrushchevizat- ion. Only by
continuing and intensifying the
downgrading of their predecessor
can the current leaders justify the
Faculty Repudiates
Obscure Verbiage
skillfully planned and smoothly
executed palace coup that put
them in power.
Schoolboy's Quandary
The change-ove- r, it is reasonable
to predict, will do the Communist
cause no great long-ter- m good.
The unity of the bloc will not be
re-establish- ed; indeed, the ex-satelli- tes
of Eastern Europe have
been acting even more independ-
ently since Khrushchev's fall than
they did before. There will be a
surface reconciliation with the
Chinese leadership, but it will not
last long. The Soviets can hardly
stomach the cult of personality
centered on Mao Tse-Tun- g; Chou
En-Lai-
's ostentatious pilgrimage to
Stalin's tomb last week won't win
him any points in the Kremlin,
and most basically, the real issues
between the two powers issues
involving boundaries, the control
of the Communist apparatus in
underdeveloped countries, t h e
tactics and strategy of world re-
volution versus the demands of
peaceful coexistence all of these
issues remain to poison any efforts
at long-ter- m Soviet-Chines- e co-
operation.
Even more seriously, one won-
ders what the effect of the change-
over will be on Communist enthus-
iasts within the Soviet Union. Con-
sider the unhappy record of the
party as the young Soviet student
has to learn it. Once there was a
great man, Lenin, who founded the
Soviet state, and entrusted it be-
fore his death to the mighty Com-
munist Party he had done so much
to establish. Since then, that
mighty and infallible party has
Th HOOT $10.89
HOZDOWN $12.99
C3CT 13 tllghtly higher
turned over the highest leadership
responsibilities in the land to men
sucn as: Trotsky, a petty bourge-
ois fractionalist and traitor to the
working classes; Kamenev and
Zinoviev, left deviationists, would-b- e
assassins, and secret employees
of the British Secret Service; Buk-har- m,
Rykov and Tomsky, right
opportunists, lackeys of Fascism
and saboteurs; Josef Stalin, para-
noiac, killer, and tyrant; Beria,
would-b- e dictator, liar, and Jew-baite- r;
Malenkov, Molotov and
Bulganin, conspirators in an anti-part- y
clique, wreckers and plot-
ters and now, finally, Nikita
Khrushchev, fool, power-ma-d brag-
gart, and political ninkompoop. If
one believed it all, what a horrible
record it is of unrelieved barbarity
and failure. One wonders if even
the most passionate of Communists
finds such a history very comfort-
ing, or much of a confirmation as
to the inevitable wisdom of the
proletarian vanguard. One won-
ders if Brezhnev and Kosygin don't
sometimes wake up nights worry-
ing about what chance they have
to gain a place of honor in the
history books of the future.
Men to Watch
It takes no great foresight to
predict that the political infighting,
even now, is far from over. Kosy-
gin is a product of the Leningrad
party apparatus, Brezhnev of the
Available at
SECTIONS!!
Christmas Party Reserva-
tions Should Be Made
Immediately at
NADELIN'S,
Your Complete
Catering Service.
Amster Shoes
Friction, Ibm
Ukrainian apparatus; the two have
traditionally been rivals. Dictator-
ships by couples, by triumvirate,
or by committee has never, his-
torically, proved stable. There are
younger men in the Kremlin hier-
archy who are waiting, and per-
haps not patiently, for the current
generation to give way to them.
One would do well to watch Niko-
lai V. Podgomy, now number five
in the hierarchy, after B. and K.,
the apparently inevitable President
Mikoyan, and the ailing party
ideologist, Mikhail Suslov. Pod-gorn- y
apparently disassociated
himself from the attack on Khru-
shchev. If a pro-Khrushch- ev reac-
tion set in, he would be the most
likely winner. That failing, he
might well join Kosygin to topple
Brezhnev. It is a Soviet tradition
that everybody is a potential
enemy of the current man-on-to- p.
One would also do well to watch
co mm
Wheeee! That's how you feel, and WOW is how
you look In Hoedown or Hoot Either will do rt--or both,
that's better. Instant Fit linings. Fashion with dash.
Colors-y- ou name itl Sizes-si-ng out yours;
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Dmitry S. Polvanskv. the vouneest
man in the Presidium, and one of
the most ambitious. Or Leonid F.
Ilyichev, after Suslov the chief
party ideologist, and the most dy-
namic, vital, and effective repre-
sentative of those groups which op-
posed the "liberalization' charac-
terizing the Khrushchev years.
Along with a number of other
party stalwarts, he has resisted the
growing power of the "techno-
crats" like Polyansky, men whose
careers, have been built not on
Communist fervor, but on routine
administrative talent.
There are more questions to be
asked than confidant answers to
be supplied. The Soviet Union is
entering an era of profound un-
certainty. On the outcome will
hang the fate of millions of Rus-
sians, and also, very likely, of
millions of Americans, and per-
haps of all mankind.
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